ABSTRACT In this paper, we present a novel patch-based dictionary learning (DL) framework for face illumination normalization (IN). The proposed method is based on sparse representation that is from the coupled dictionaries (DL-IN). The used dictionary pairs in this paper are jointly optimized from paired face images with normal and irregular illuminations. A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) clustering was further used to improve the capability of modeling data with more complex distributions. The proposed GMM adapts individual model based on a portion of the samples and lastly fuses all the images together. Experimental results show that the proposed framework by jointly optimizing DL and incorporating structural sparsity as a prior can improve the accuracy for face recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many applications, the accuracy of face recognition systems in some specific environment can reach a satisfactory level. However, it is still challenging in some uncontrolled environments. For example, the face images that are captured with variations in illumination, different face poses and different expressions. In particular, the variations of the illumination conditions, which cause dramatic signal intensity changes in the face image appearance. This is one of the most challenging problems for a practical face recognition system. Specifically, different directions and energy distributions of the ambient illumination as well the 3D complex structure of the human face, leads to huge differences in the shading and shadows on the signal intensities of the face images. These intensity variations of the face images pose another difficulty which can be much larger than the variations due to different face identities. Combining together, the variations of signal intensity of both face appearance and local face features caused significant problems for automatic face identification.
In this paper, a novel face identification framework based on dictionary learning and illumination normalization was proposed. Firstly, a couple of dictionaries are jointly optimized from normal illuminated and irregular illuminated face images. Secondly, a model based on GMM was proposed to improve the framework's capability to modeling the data under varying lighting conditions. We adapted each model to a certain portion of the selected samples and then combined them together to form a complete model. This paper is organized as follow. We first provide a study on the state-of-theart methods for reducing illumination effects on face images. We then demonstrate our contributions, the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
II. RELATED WORKS
Illumination variation is one of the major challenging tasks which humbles the performance and robustness of face recognition systems. It is shown that the variations of signal intensities on the same face images due to illumination conditions are often larger than structural variations of the face identity [2] .
To overcome the face image variations due to changes in different lighting condition, many methods have been proposed. Existing methods addressing this problem mainly falls into two main classes: (1) passive methods and (2) active methods. The passive methods aim to overcome this problem by exploring the visible spectrum image in which face appearance image has been changed by different lighting variations. While the active methods employ active imaging techniques to obtain face images that are captured in a specific illumination condition. In this study, we mainly focus on the passive methods, since our contribution is also a passive method.
Till now, the passive approaches can be mainly classified into two main categories:
• Methods based on the illumination variation modeling techniques, e.g., the Lambertian Reflectance models [3] , [4] , the 3D Morphable models [5] and Subspace based Statistic models [6] , [7] .
• Methods based on extraction of illumination invariant features. E.g., Self-Quotient Image (SQI) model [8] , Gradient decent method [9] , Local binary patterns (LBP) [10] , [11] .
A. ILLUMINATION VARIATION MODELING
The Lambertian model is based on Lambert's law [12] . Specifically, according to Lambert's law, when a light ray l(u l ) of intensity l coming from the direction u l reaches a surface point with albedo ρ and normal direction v r , the signal intensity at the point i is given by
The set of images of a convex Lambertian object obtained under a large variety of lighting conditions can be approximated by a low-dimensional linear subspace. E.g., Basri and Jacobs [4] proved that the set of all Lambertian reflectance functions obtained with arbitrary distant light sources is close to a 9-dimentional linear subspace. Georghiades et al. [13] presented a generative appearance method for recognizing human faces under variation in lighting and viewpoint conditions. Zhou and Chellappa proposed a 2-D approach, which combines Lambertian reflectance model with Eigen light field [14] . In their work, the authors integrate three factors of identity, pose and illumination, so that the three components can interact with each other in a mutually manner. This combination model meets the assumption that illumination-invariant identity is not invariant to different poses. It can be generalized to novel illuminations without any limited identity, pose or illumination.
Current existing models are often unable to overcome some other variations. It is even more challenging when only one gallery image per person is available. Chen et al. [15] proposed using Adapted Principal Component Analysis, to simultaneously deal with large variations in both illumination and facial expressions based on the data of only a single gallery image per person. Gudur and Asari introduced using Gabor Wavelet based Modular PCA (GW-MPCA) [6] to deal with signal intensity changes due to illumination and facial expression variations. Chen et al. [7] addressed the nonlinear feature extraction and Small Sample Size (S3) problems. In the sample feature space, the intensity distribution of face images is nonlinear because of complex variations in illumination.
B. ILLUMINATION INVARIANT FEATURES EXTRACTION
This section presents several methods for illumination invariant representation for face recognition. These methods can be classified into three main categories: Retinex theory based, Gradient based, and Local Binary Pattern based methods.
The illumination plane IP(x, y) of an image I (x, y) corresponds to the best-fit plane can be expressed by a linear approximation of I (x, y), given by
The parameters a, b and c can be estimated by the following linear regression formula:
where P R 3 is a vector representing the parameters (a, b and c) and x R n is the image I (x, y) in the vector form (n is the number of pixels). N R n×3 is a matrix containing the coordinates of the pixels. The self-quotient image method relies on the reflectance illumination model of the human vision (as shown in Retinex theory model) [16] , [17] by assuming: (1) human vision is sensitive to scene reflectance and nearly insensitive to different illumination conditions, (2) human vision responds to local intensity variations rather than to global levels. The two assumptions are related since local image contrast is a function of the reflectance and is described as:
where I (x, y) is the input image, and L (x, y) represents the illumination at each location. The Local Binary Patterns (LBP), originally introduced for texture description [10] , has been widely used to compensate and normalize illumination in face recognition system. It is also known as census transform [11] , defining as an ordered set of pixel intensity comparisons, representing those pixels having a lower signal intensity than the center. However, as shown in [12] , the LBP transform is applied as a preprocessing step, which does not alter the face recognition methods.
The gradient domain is also very extractive in image processing. The local pixels are not completely independent to each other. The gradient domain considers this relationship between neighboring pixels so that can reveal underlying structural connectivity. By using Gradientfaces, an intensive illumination measurement, Zhang et al. [9] proposed novel face recognition system for improving recognition accuracy under uncontrolled and natural lighting. 
III. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
In our work, we proposed a patch-based DL method, in order to study the unified projections between the normal illuminated image patches (light comes from the front) and the irregular illuminated image patches (light comes from variety of directions). The face images under different illuminations are cropped into patches. Then a GMM clustering is applied on the patch sets, to estimate a spatial distribution of the face patches. For each cluster, we learned a coupled dictionary sets, when projecting the normal illuminated image patch and the irregular illuminated image patch through each dictionary, we obtain a unified sparse coding (shown in Figure. 1).
As illustrated in Figure. 1, the optimization goal of the dictionary-learning process is to capture the characteristics of the two illumination cases. D norm represents the dictionary for normal illuminated image patches, and D illum represents the dictionary for irregular illuminated image patches. As illustrated in Figure. 2, in the DL process, the image patch pairs are enforced to reach the same sparse representation with respect to the dictionary pair D illum and D norm . We propose to train the dictionary patch via a two-step strategy similar to the one in [18] . After the training procedure, an irregular illuminated image patch will be projected onto D illum , to obtain the sparse code. And using the sparse code and the normal illumination dictionary D norm , we can reconstruct a normalized illumination patch. The training and test will be assessed on the CMU PIE face database to demonstrate the effectiveness.
Overall, the face illumination normalization task is processed in two steps. We first explain how to build an enhanced dictionary-pair based on the patch-pair clustering. Then we describe how to generate a normalized face image by using the pre-learned dictionary-pair. Beside of simply implanting the dictionaries for transformation, the cluster information is also considered to adjust the performance of the normalization task.
A. A DICTIONARY LEARNING FRAMEWORK FOR ILLUMINATION NORMALIZATION (DL-IN)
In the present work, we try to solve such a problem: when having an irregular illuminated image I x R M ×N , how to recover a normalized illuminated image I y R M ×N of the same scene? The illumination normalization task is formulated as a patch-based method: given an irregular illuminated image I x R M ×N , we cropped the image into a patch set X = {x|x R P }; for the normal illuminated image I y R M ×N , the patch set is Y = {y|y R P }. Using the two patch sets, we aim to train two dictionaries, D norm and D illum , one for the normal illuminated patch set Y and one for the irregular illuminated patch set X, respectively. When we select out two patches from the same location of patch set X and Y, then project them through D norm and D illum respectively, we hope we will achieve the same sparse code. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 .
For the irregular illuminated input patch x R P , we are able to find a sparse vector λ R d by projecting the patch x over the associated dictionary D illum R P×d . With respect to the other dictionary D norm R P×d , the corresponding normal illuminated patch will be projected in to the same sparse code λ R d . As represented via X and Y , the training patch sets are constructed using the patch pairs from the irregular illuminated face and the normal illuminated face from the same individual. For dictionary learning process, we intent to minimize the penalty function below:
where E data (a, b) is the data fidelity term to represent data description error, E reg is the regularization term to regularize the coding coefficients. In the proposed model, we will then jointly optimize the two dictionaries (D illum and D norm ). Eq. (5) is then turned into the following dictionary learning and ridge regression problem:
where α is the regularization parameter to balance the terms in the objective function, and d x,i , d y,i R p are the atoms of D illum , D norm respectively. The objective function in Eq. (6) is not jointly convex to D illum and D norm . However, it is convex with regard to each of them independently. Therefore, we can design an iterative algorithm, which is described in details in the following, for alternatively optimizing D illum and D norm in Eq. (6) . Due to the complex structures in the images of nonstandard illumination, learning only one pair of dictionaries is not enough to cover all variations of the illumination normalization. For instance, when light came from different orientations, it generates significantly different appearance in different facial regions. Therefore, the solution is to build different models for different clusters of similar image patches. Each model will be more stable when learning from patches that are closer in the input space. And thus, for normalizing an irregular illuminated face image, how to select an appropriate normalization model is critical.
As shown in Figure 2 , the proposed multi-model dictionary learning (DL) is firstly initialized via pre-clustering process. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [19] is employed for cluster the face image patch pairs.
B. CLUSTERING PROCESS FOR COUPLED-PATCHES EXTRACTED FROM NORMAL AND IRREGULAR ILLUMINATED FACES
Recalling the discussion in the previous section, for enhancing the robustness of the normalization transform, beside the basic patch-pair dictionary learning, we involve a multimodel strategy, which aims at separating the training patch pairs into different models/clusters, and then training a set of dictionaries for each patch model in order to guarantee the global transform performance.
Consider that we have K models/clusters, denoted as M 1 , M 2 , ...M k then the probability of a patch-pair (x i , y i ), where (x i , y i ) R P are patches extracted respectively from the normal illuminated images and the irregular illuminated images. The conditioning on the k-th model is:
where m xk , m yk are the mean vectors, and xk , yk are the covariance matrices of the patches in matrix M k .
1) OPTIMIZATION BY EM ALGORITHM
with the definition of coupled conditional probability, the GMM can be learned by the classical ExpectationMaximization algorithm22. The procedure is described as follow in Algorithm 1: After the GMM procedure, we gain the basic clusters for the multi-model algorithm, then the dictionaries for illumination normalization is trained for each model M k . We can denote the dictionaries as D 1 illum , . . . , D K illum and D 1 norm , . . . , D K norm . Therefore, given a new patch x, the corresponding normalized patch y can be synthesized as:
where P(M k |x) is the posterior probability that patch x belonging to the K th dictionary model. D K norm R P×d is the normal dictionary for the related K th dictionary model, while λ k R d×1 is the sparse code obtained by projecting patch x into the K th illuminated dictionary D K illum R P×d .
2) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE CLUSTERS
With the clustering results obtained, an additional problem comes out: besides the similarity of the patch textures, what other property can we summarize for each model? To further analyze, we learn the distribution of the patch locations that are concerned by each cluster. For one cluster, we highlight the image areas where the involved patches come from, so more frequently one location is related, the brighter that 
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The prior probability for each model is initialized as:
The GMM clustering process is then updated iteratively as follow: (a): For each training sample-pair in the k-th model the probability is computed as:
The conditional probability is then calculated with respect to Eq. 7 using the mean vector and covariance matrices computed in the t-th step. (b): Update the priori probability of models as
Where n k is the number of vectors contained in the current k-th cluster. (c): Update the mean vectors and covariance matrices as follow:
region will be. Just as demonstrated by Figure 3 , each subfigure shows the distribution of the involved patch locations in one cluster, where one can notice that besides the similar textures of these patches, there also exits a distinctive spatial distribution in each cluster model. Instead of being randomly scattered in the image, the patches with similar texture trend VOLUME 6, 2018 to concentrate around the same face structures, which present another prior information for the afterwards face normalization step.
C. DICTIONARY LEARNING
To minimize the energy function stated in Eq. (6), we propose to separate the energy function into two sub-problems: one is the sparse coding step, and the other one is the dictionary updating step. In our work, all the dictionary learning (DL) processes are based on the coupled patch clustering models. Using the cropped training image patch pair set P = [X, Y], where X = {x R p×n |x 1 , . . . , x n } represents the set of sampled irregular illuminated face image patches and Y = {y R p×n |y 1 , . . . , y n } represents the corresponding normal illuminated face image patches. In the training process, we aim to learn a pair of dictionaries, one for the illuminated and one for the normal image patch set respectively, and to make the sparse projection of the two different cases to be unified. The sparse projection problems for the irregular illuminated and normal illuminated face patch sets are:
where we try to learn the dictionary pair D illum and D norm from the patch sets, while keep the sparse code ∧ of the illuminated patches and the normal patches being equal. We therefore combine these objective functions (Eq. (9) and (10)), and force the irregular illuminated and normal illuminated image patches to make the same sparse codes, by considering:
where
Therefore, the coupled dictionary-learning (DL) problem turns into a single dictionary-learning (DL) task. Eq. (11) is then solved by a two-step algorithm. We firstly fix the dictionary pair D c , leave Eq. 11 as a Lasso problem. A number of L1-optimization algorithms can be employed for solving it effectively, such as LARS [21] , FISTA [20] , etc. In our work, we select LARS [21] (Least-Angle-Regression) as the L1-optimization solver for its stability and efficiency. Then in the second step, we fix the sparse matrix ∧, and update the dictionary pair as:
We therefore learn the dictionary pair D illum and D norm on which the sparse coding coefficients of two illumination conditions have stable bidirectional linear transformations.
The training algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2. 
Algorithm 2 The Proposed Illumination Normalization via
Output: Normalized image I y .
D. NORMALIZED FACE IMAGE SYNTHESIS
Recalling the discussion in 3.1, besides the basic patch-pair dictionary learning, multi-models are also constructed based on the pre-clustering of image pair patches for the enhancement of normalization performance. Therefore, to normalize an illuminated face image I x , choosing the appropriate transform model is critical. Thus, in this section, the normalization process is described in two steps. Above all, the normalization task is firstly initialized by the model selection. Supported by the prior clustering results, we are able to calculate the posterior probabilities for choosing the proper transform models. Afterwards, with respect to the selected illumination models, to meet the goal of illumination normalization, the illuminated image is projected into the chosen dictionary models and then the normalized image I y can be synthesized.
1) MODEL SELECTION AND IMAGE INITIALIZATION
According to the previous discussion, we can have a prior estimation of the patch texture and location distribution for each dictionary model. Therefore, for a given illuminated image patch x i , the posterior probability of x i belonging to each patch cluster can be computed and further becomes the weight of the assumption of the final corresponding normalized patch y i . The model selection proportion is computed as shown in Figure 4 :
where Loc i = (row i ,col i ) T are coordinates of patches x i center in the face image and the distribution P (Loc i ,x i | M K ) is the prior probability from empirical observation on training data, which can be calculated by:
can be easily computed according to the clustering models.
E. ILLUMINATION NORMALIZATION (IN) PROCESS USING THE JOINTLY LEARNED DICTIONARIES
Based on the trained dictionaries D K illum and D K norm , when having an irregular illuminated face image, we can easily get a sparse projection with respect to D illum . The corresponding normal face image patch basis D norm will be combined according to these coefficients to generate the output normalized image patch y. This synthesis problem is solved by optimizing:
where x k i is a patch of X and y k i is the related patch that generated from x k i . λ k i is the sparse projection from the k-th cluster. Eq. (15) can be optimized by alternative update of λ k i and y k i . In the end, each patch of y is synthesized as:
When all the patches in need are synthesized, the computation of the desired image y can then be conducted. In this method, an initialization for λ k i is set. Then, we first project x k i via D k illum for getting vector λ k i , and thenŷ k i is initialized as:
The normalized image patch y i can then be computed by Eq. (18), as illustrated in Figure 4 :
The synthesis algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3:
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the experiment section, assessments are conducted for the proposed illumination normalization (DL-IN) algorithm via the CMU PIE data set [21] . The CMU PIE data set includes 68 individuals, for each individual, 20 face images are captured under 20 illumination conditions (lights from 20 different directions). We used the face images with no background light for the training and test process.
EVALUATION CRITERION
For assessing the performance of the proposed DL-IN method on normalizing both known and unknown illuminated faces, we randomly divided the 20 illumination cases into gallery and probe groups as demonstrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , which represent the images for the training process and the images for assessment. In the proposed work, the patch pair sets for training are built with a subset of the CMU data set. The training patch set contains 10 illumination cases for 15 individuals. We choose patch dimension as 5x5 pixel 2 .
In pre-clustering step, the number of cluster is set to be 32. The sparse parameter α in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) is empirically set to α=0.1. In the dictionary pair, the atom number for each cluster is set as 512.
The performance of illumination normalization is evaluated using the following objective measurement:
where I standard and I norm denote the corresponding image under normal illumination condition and the normalized image of the same subject respectively, with d being the pixel number in a single image. The individuals of the 11-th illumination condition in CMU data set are considered as the gold standard normalization. The assessment of illumination normalization results are reported in Table 1 
A. THE NORMALIZED ILLUMINATED FACE IMAGES
In the image reconstruction, we designed three test protocols, namely Exp1, Exp2 and Exp3. In Exp1, the individuals and illuminations are both provided for the training and test sets. In Exp2, the same illuminations are provided for training and test sets but not the same individuals. In Exp3, neither the same individuals nor the same illuminations are provided for training and test sets. The normalization face results from three protocols are demonstrated in Figure 8 -10. As shown in the top row of Figure 8 , we notice that the illuminations are well normalized. However, there exists an obvious block phenomenon, which is produced by the patchbased combination and may also relate to the pre-clustering strategy in the image reconstruction process. For eliminating the block phenomenon, we further propose to apply a denoising method based on the local pixel grouping [22] , in which the authors developed a two-step framework. For denoising purpose, the algorithm combined PCA (principal component analysis) and local pixel grouping for a better preservation of the local image textures. The denoised normalization images are reported in the second row of Figure 8 . While in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , we report only the denoised normalization images. Figure 9 shows the illumination normalization results for unknown individuals, with known illumination conditions during the dictionary training process. The performance is visually good thanks to the employment of the clustering based local information, but the average Diff value is larger than the average Diff value for Exp 1, which denotes that the normalization results are actually affected by the unknown individuals. Figure 10 shows the normalization results for face images whose identity and illumination conditions were not provided for training process. For protocol Ex3, we can notice that partial shadows from the input irregular illuminated images are not normalized completely. This is because such local patches were not provided for the training process. Therefore, a generally normalized image is synthesized, but with some residual shadow remained.
B. APPLICATION IN FACE IDENTIFICATION
We compare the novel proposed dictionary-learning illumination normalization (DL-IN) method with several other wellknown illumination invariant features in a face identification problem. We randomly selected 10 face images from the CMU-PIE dataset as gallery (reference) faces, and the rest 10 images as probe (query) faces. All gallery and probe face images are processed via the proposed method and then provided for identification. After the proposed illumination normalization (IN) process, the normalized image intensity are directly employed as features for face identification, without other dimension reduction or feature extraction process. For face identification, the Sparse Representation Classifier (SRC) [23] was selected.
For comparison, we choose the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [24] , the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [25] , the well-known illumination invariant features, Self-Quotient Image (SQI) [7] and Local Binary pattern (LBP) [26] are also employed.
The identification accuracy of different processes is presented in Table 4 . Based on the proposed method, DL-IN, the face identification accuracy is significantly improved.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented a Dictionary Learning algorithm for Illumination Normalization (DL-IN) problem. Based on a jointly optimized dictionary-learning strategy, we trained a dictionary pair from the irregular illuminated and normal illuminated image coupled patches. For enhancing the ability of adapting more complex distribution, we propose to use a GMM model for image patch pre-clustering. For illumination normalization, we fused the normalization results from each cluster. According to the face identification results, the effectiveness of the proposed patch-based illumination normalization is demonstrated. The proposed dictionary-learning strategy is able to be adapted for face aging simulation or for face sketch synthesis tasks in the future work.
